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ABSTRACT
Green Building Index Malaysia is a professiondriven initiative to lead the property industry
of Malaysia towards becoming more environmental friendly. To do this, they have introduced
Green Building Index (M) Assessment Criteria for Residential New Construction for new
residential construction to be built to be more environmental friendly. Vernacular architecture
is a term used to categorize methods of construction which use locally available resources
and traditions to address local needs. 4 building types, one including modern terrace house,
while the others are vernacular architecture, are chosen so that it can be assessed by GBI (M)
Assessment Criteria and scored accordingly to find out which one scores the highest. The
feasibility of the assessment tools are also taken into consideration as this project is assessing
existing buildingsand not new construction. Some modifications are done to the assessment
tools to make it more suitable to the project. The results firom the project show that vernacular
buildings scores much higher than the modern terrace house. This shows that vernacular
residential buildings are much more environmental friendly than modern terrace house.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background of Study
Sustainable building, or green building is an outcome of design philosophy which
focuses on increasing the efficiency of resource use of energy, water, and materials
while reducing building impacts on human health and the environment during the
building's lifecycle. This is done through better sitting, design, construction,
operation, maintenance, and removal.
Green building is a concept idea of incorporating a wide spectrum of solutions and
best-practices. Through green building is interpreted in many different ways, a
common opinions is that they should be designed and operatedto reduce the overall
impact of the built environment on human health and natural environment by
efficiently using energy,water, and other resources, while protecting occupanthealth
and improving employee productivity, and also reducing waste, pollution and
environmental degradation.(US EPA, August 2009)
The related concepts of sustainable development and sustainability are integral to
green building. Effective green building construction can lead to reduced operating
cost by increasing productivity and using less energyand water, improvedpublic and
occupant health due to improved indoor air quality, and reduced environmental
impacts by lessening storm water runoff and the heat island effect. Practitioners of
green building often seek to achieve not only ecological but aesthetic harmony
between a structure and its surrounding natural and built environment, although the
appearance and style of sustainable buildings is not necessarily distinguished from
their less sustainable counterparts. A common misconception is that energy efficient
buildings are also green buildings. While energy efficiency is an integral part of a
sustainable building, energy efficiency alone does not qualify a building as green.
In Malaysia, the Standards and Industrial Research Institute of Malaysia (SIRIM) are
the one that promotes green building techniques. Driven by environmental needs,
Green Building Index (GBI) was jointly founded and developed by Pertubuhan
Arkitek Malaysia (PAM) and the Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia
(ACEM) in 2009. GBI (M) is a profession driven initiative to lead the property
industry towards becoming more environmental-friendly. It is intended to promote
sustainability in the built environment and raise awareness among Developers,
Architects, Engineers, Planners, Designers, Contractors and the Public about
environmental issues. Malaysia's Green Building Index or GBI (M) will be the only
rating tool for the tropical zones other than Singapore Government's GREENMARK.
GBI (M) parameters are within the tropical climatic conditions. Its scoring priorities
are very much customized for the current state of Malaysia. GBI (M) differs
markedly from Singapore's GREENMARK thus understandably GBI (M) rating
priorities should be like-wise customized to suit - both to Malaysian climate and also
the current state of the country's development and existing resources. (GBI Malaysia
Website, 2010)
Vernacular architecture is a term used to categorize methods of constmction which
use locally available resources and traditions to address local needs. Vernacular
architecture tends to evolve over time to reflect the environmental, cultural and
historical context in which it exists. It has often been dismissed as crude and
unrefined, but also, with the current energy crisis and environmental needs, who
highlight its importance in current design. (Holm, 2006)
The building knowledge in vernacular architecture is often transported by local
traditions and is thus based largely - but not only - upon knowledge achieved by trial
and error and handed down through the generations, which is in contrast to the
geometrical and physical calculations that underlie architecture planned by architects.
1.2 Problem Statement
1.2.1 Problem Identification
This project attempts to use the Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia to try to
assess the vernacular housing type in Malaysia and compare it against the modem
housing type in Malaysia. This is done by doing a qualitative survey using the GBI
Assessment Criteria for Residential New Constmction (RNC). The project aims to
study whether our modem housing is Malaysia is better scoring in the Green
Building Index(GBI) Malaysia against the vernacular housing type of Malaysia.
1.2.2 Significance of Project
The significance of this project is to find out whether our modem housing post a
much higher scores than the vernacular housing of the past. As the vernacular
housing is an old building, the project is done to find out, while using the Green
Building index (GBI) Malaysia, whether it is a green building, and using this result
to compare it with modem housing ofMalaysia.
1.3 Objectives and Scope of Study
1.3.1 Objectives
The objectives of the project are as follows:
• To study the criteria feasibility of the Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia
Assessment Criteria for Residential New Constmction (RNC).
• To apply the Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia Assessment Criteria for
Residential New Construction (RNC) on vernacular and modem housing
types in Malaysia.
• To assess and compare the results between vernacular and modem housing
types to finding which scores higher.
1.3.2 Scope of Project
Thescope of the projectis to assess vernacular andmodemhousing type in Malaysia
with Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia Assessment Criteria for Residential New
Constmction (RNC). After the assessment, the results will be analyzed and
compared with eachother to find out whichhousing is greener in terms of scoring in
which its design does not cause more harm towards the environment.
1.3.3 Project Feasibility
This project will be carried out over two academic semesters. The main activities
have been forecasted with a margin of planning error, which has also been included
into the schedule. Afteranalyze and studythe schedule planning, the projectis found
to be feasible. Also included is the Ganttchartof project. (APPENDIX A)
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Vernacular Construction in Malaysia
Figure 1: A Traditional Malay House
Early Malay houses are build on timber stilts and made of materials which were
easily available from the tropical forests around the location of the house, such as
timber, bamboo, rattan, tree roots and leaves. Usually it will have pitched roofs,
verandahs or porches in the front, high ceilings and lots of big openings for
ventilation purposes. Although much of the characteristics are the same for all the
Malay houses, there are some differences also that vary from state to state. (Assoc.
Prof. Dr. A. Ghafar Ahmad, 2009)
The Malay architecture has been influenced by various cultures throughout the
decades, such as, Indonesian Bugis, Riau and Java from the South; Siamese, British,
Arab and Indian from the North; Portuguese, Dutch, Acheh, Minangkabau from the
West; and Southern Chinese from the East. Due to this fact, the Malay vernacular
architecture is influenced by these cultures and their architectures are also modified
to suit the different cultures.
Factors that govern the styles ofthe Malay vernacular architecture:
• Climate
Malaysia is situated in the central part of the Southeast Asia, with it bordered by
Thailand in the north and Singapore in the south. It is bordered by longitudes 100
degrees and 120 degrees east; and by Latitudes of the Equator and 7degrees North.
The country is sunny, hot and humid all year round with temperatures range from
25 °C to 36 °C. It has an annual rainfall from 80" to 100". Due to heavy monsoon
rains, the roofs ofthe Malay vernacular houses are very steep so as to make sure the
water does not seep inside the house. In some places, particularly low lying areas,
flooding occurs after heavy rain falls. To solve this problem, some houses have used
timber stilts to elevate the building above the ground level so that it is much higher
that the flood level. For ventilation purposes, the houses have large openings on the
sides and grilles are provided athigh level in gable ends. Houses raised on stilts are
provided with better natural ventilation as it is higher.
• Material Resources
Since Malaysia has a tropical climate, building materials such as timber, rattan, tree
roots, bamboo and leaves are easily available and abundant from the tropical forests.
In a traditional Malay house, timber is used for the building structures, rattan and
treeroots areused for tieing upjoints whereas bamboo and leaves are used forfloors
and walls.
• Malay way ofLife (Culture & Religion)
In the Malay culture, to reflect its owners' high status, most houses and palaces are
highly hand crafted and beautifully patterned and decorated. The Malays, as a
Muslim, have also adopted the Islamic principle orientation of mosque, particularly
the prayer halls as it has to be designed and faced towards Mecca. Traditional Malay
houses also uses different floor levels to indicate different functions of the rooms.
For instance, the verandah floor is raised lower than the living room floor. This is not
only indicating the room functions but also giving a sense of spatial transition in the
building.
• Foreign Influence
The colonization by the Portuguese, Dutch and British also influence the architecture
of the Malay houses to the new technologies brought in by the foreigners. Examples
of the roof made of leaves are replaced with zinc and clay tiles; timber stilts and
ladder are replaced by brick and cement columns; glass for windows which are
usually open; and nails used to tie the joints together, replacing rattan and tree roots.
An example where one can see these features are at the Alor Setar's Balai Besar or
Audience Hall in Kedah. It was built in 1898. It has clay tile roofs, brick and cement
stairs, glass windows with brick and timber walls. Thorough these changes, the
process of adopting new technologies to ancient architecture are not entirely a new
idea. Malay Architecture has been modified by technological and cultural changes
for centuries.
2.2 Green Building Index (GBI) Malaysia
Green Building Index (GBI) is an environmental rating system for buildings
developed by PAM (Pertubuhan Arkitek Malaysia / Malaysian Institute ofArchitects)
and ACEM (the Association of Consulting Engineers Malaysia). The Green Building
Index is Malaysia's first comprehensive rating system and is used for evaluating the
environmental design and performance ofMalaysian buildings based on the six (6)
main criteria's, which are Energy Efficiency, Indoor Environment Quality,
Sustainable Site Planning &Management, Materials &Resources, Water Efficiency,
and Innovation. The GBI is developed specifically for the Malaysian tropical
weather, environmental and developmental context, cultural and social needs. The
GBI initiative aims to assist the building industry in its march towards sustainable
development. (GBI RNC Assessment Tools., June 2009)
The GBI environmental rating system is created to:
• Define green buildings by establishing a common language and standard of
measurement;
• Promote integrated, whole-building design;
• Recognize and reward environmental leadership;
• Transform the built environment to reduce its environmental impact; and
• Ensure new buildings remain relevant in the future and existing buildings are
refurbished and upgraded properlyto remain relevant.
There are others environmental assessment tools available outside ofMalaysia such
as Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method
(BREEAM,UK), Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED,USA),
Green Building Assessment Tool (GBTool, Canada and other), and Comprehensive
Assessment System for Building Environmental Efficiency (CASBEE, Japan). These
environmental tools are not suitable for Malaysia as these tools are design for
temperate climate zones. The only other assessment tools which are in the tropical
zone are Building and Constmction Authority GREENMARK (BCA
GREENMARK, Singapore). The main difference inthese environmental tools is that
it differs in its priorities when it comes to its scoring criteria, and it also suited to the
country development and existing resources.
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2.3Vernacular Architecture through CASBEE
These studies are done by Shuzo MURAKAMI and Toshiharu IKAGA using the
CASBEE system for vernacular architecture throughout the world. These
architecture include Igloo from Canada, compound housing in Cameroon, Kasbah in
Morocco, house with a wind catcher in Iran, stilt house in Malaysia, cave dwelling
and modem Turkish home in Turkey, stilt house in Indonesia, and modem
residential building inHanoi. (Murakami and hcaga, 2008)
Studies are done by assessing and scoring each of the architecture using CASBEE
for Home Assessment Tools. Results showed vernacular housing to be either equal
to or superior to modem housing in terms of environmental efficiency when both
environmental load and environmental quality are taken into account. Vernacular
architecture employs passive technology that was developed for such purposes as
safety, hygiene, or comfort using the limited technical resources available in the days
before modem technology existed. The way in which vernacular architecture and
lifestyles defined by such architectures make effective use ofpassive design adapted
to local climate and other conditions in cold and hot, arid and humid regions provide
valuable hints for environmental design that offers great possibilities for improving
architectural sustainability.
As these studies is insimilar vein inwhat the author is trying toachieve inhis
project, the author is also trying to prove in thatvernacular architecture is much
more environmental friendly than modem housing type and will actually score
higher in GBI scoring also.
2.4 Achieving Thermal Comfort in Malaysian Building
This seminar talks about bioclimatic design in which it can be conceptualized as
building design that utilizes a range of biophysical elements that are drawn from the
ecosphere - heat, light, landscape, air, rain and materials. (Sabarinah, Zaini, 2007)
Current themes on a range of such issues are:
• Climate type and requirements
• Adaptive thermal comfort
• Vernacular and contextual solutions
• Tools and assessment methods
• Microclimate: sun path, wind and rain
• Working with the elements, such as passive and active systems
• Development of a responsive form
The needs for bioclimatic design are:
• The rate of change in the level of climate variability and modification is
increasing, requiring human adaptation to a rapidly warming world.
• The fundamental means to this adaptation is the adoption of more effective,
and widely used, methods for passively cooling buildings.
• AC systems are increasingly seen as part of the climate change problem, as
well as its solution. Not only is the rising cost of energy a problem, but the
energy used to run these system is a major contributor to greenhouse gas
emissions.
• It is imperative to create a new 'cool vernacular' building approach, which
matches human and environmental needs.
From these, it takes example of Kuala Lumpur as the Malaysian climate for these
studies. And it establishes that hot humid climates are distinguished by 2 features
which are the climate is uncomfortable and is the most difficult to ameliorate by
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passive design, and many of the countries in the hot humid region are developing
countries.
The ways to solve this are by looking at the design of vernacular urban shop houses.
Strategic solution are by keeping out direct sunshine and heat, maximize natural
ventilation, use orientation to best effect, roofs should be pitched to facilitate water





In order to complete this project successfully, a systematic and structural project
methodology in crucial. Thus, athorough discussion been held with the supervisor to
address this issue. When deciding on the project title, abriefstudy on the project title
been held. This is to get a general/rough idea on the study area of this title. Upon
completion on this study, a thorough literature survey thm all the available sources
such as internet, online orprinted journals, reference books and discussion with the
supervisor. This definitely gives a deeper and more profound understanding on the
topic. As the project progress, more literature reviews and discussion will be held to
address all the arising problems. The project methodology can be generally divided
into two main parts which for the first semester and the second semester. The
literature review, gathering information, research and deciding on locations of
assessment are the main target for the first semester, and the analysis of assessment
andcompiling of information are set for the second semester.
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3.1.1 Flowchart of Methodology
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3.1.2 The Literature Review
The literature review involves discussing on vernacular architecture in Malaysia as
this is the type ofbuilding that will be included in the study as to find amuch deeper
understanding on the vernacular architecture in Malaysia and its characteristics.
Also in the literature review is the information regarding Green Building Index (GBI)
Malaysia and its similar assessment tools across the world. Also reviewed is the
difference between GBI and its counterpart, although not in depth.
CASBEE has done a similar project as to this survey but it involves vernacular
architecture across the world. The project is done by using CASBEE Home and its
discuss the advantages ofusing vernacular architecture design in modem design.
Another reviewed is a survey of achieving thermal comfort in Malaysia building.
This study was done as to find out better ways to improve Malaysia building design.
This also studies on the effect ofmaterials on thermal building comfort.
3.2 Tools and Equipment
The assessment process of survey requires usage of Green Building Index (GBI)
Assessment Criteria for Residential New Constmction (RNC). Equipment to use are
an anemometer (for measuring wind speed), a humidity meter (for measuring
humidity of the air), adigital thermometer, a sound level meter (for measuring the
sound insulation between rooms), and a measuring tape.
3.3 Gantt Chart
The Gantt Chart for this project is included in the Appendix.
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3.4 Chosen Site
As the assessment process needed vernacular housing to be assesses, the author has
chosen 4 buildings that are applicable to the project so that it can be assess. The
buildings are:
i. Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House (Traditional Malay House)
ii. SyedAl Attas Mansion (Mansion)
iii. Alif CafeRestaurant(Shophouse)
iv. Modem Terrace House
As all of the buildings are of different types, the authortliinks that this willmake the
scoring bemuch varied between thebuildings.
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3.5 Building Profile
3.5.1 Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House
On 20th December 1925, Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohammad, the 4th Prime
Minister of Malaysia was bom in this house at No. 18, Lorong Kilang Ais,
Alor Star, Kedah. This wooden house with the attap roof is bought by his
father Mohamad Bin Iskandar from a person who wants to get his son
married. This house is built in 1900. (Arkib Negara Malaysia, April 2010)
At the time ofthe purchase, the house was not painted and had no balcony or
staircase in front. After several years, a renovation was carried out and the
front portion wasbuilt. Thehouse was alsopainted.
The house has only one room and has no electricity. Its floor was made of
wood and its ceiling of white cloth.
Figure 2: Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House
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Figure 3: The interior ofTun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House
Figure 4: Satellite picture of Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House with a lkm radius
ring
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3.5.2 Syed Al Attas Mansion
The mansion was named after its owner, Syed Mohamad Al Attas, a spice
trader of Arab-Malay mix from Acheh. He was a well-to-do philanthropist
and one ofthe prominent leaders in the 19th century Penang Malay-Muslim
community. As his family moved away in the 1930s, the mansion began to
lose its luster. It was becoming dilapidated in the 1960s and was once even
used by the Indian Chettiar community as arecycling center. (Penang Islamic
Museum, April 2010)
Recognizing the historical value of the building, the Penang Heritage Center
came to the rescue in 1995 to prevent further degradation. Its intervention
could not have come at a better time as the building was once almost
demolished tomake way fora road construction project.
A full restoration work was carried out in 1996 with the funding from the
Federal Government. Much needed technical assistance came by the way of
Didier Repellin, the ChiefArchitect ofHistorical Monuments, Lyon, France.
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Figure 5: Syed Al Attas Mansion
Figure 6: Satellite picture of Syed Al Attas Mansion with a lkm radius ring
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3.5.3 Alif Cafe Restaurant
The building is located in the town of Gopeng and is from the time of pre
war shophouse. It is located along the main road in the town of Gopeng and
is nearby to the Gopeng bus station. The building is now used as a restaurant.
This building is a 2 storey building and it has a floor area of 150m2. The
materials used for this building are mostly bricks and mortar. The front part
of the building is used as the dining area while at the back is the kitchen. The
upper floors are used by the occupants as their living space.
Figure 7: Alif Cafe Restaurant
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Figure 8: Satellite Picture of Alif Cafe Restaurant with a lkm radius ring
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3.5.4 Modern Terrace House
The house is a one storey modem terrace house. It is located at Taman
Siputeh Permai, Siputeh. As this is a new building, it is assumed that the
neighborhood, in which the house is situated in, is built around 5-10 years
ago. This house is a single storey house, which is build with concrete
columns, beams and slabs. The house has a floor area of60m2.
Figure 9: Modem Terrace House
22
Figure 10: Satellite picture ofthe Modem Terrace House with a lkmradius ring
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3.6 Scoring Moderation
Asthisis also a study of thecriteria feasibility, the scoring of theassessment tools
are also moderated. Some of the criteriacan be measured, while some of them can
onlybe observed to score them. But thereare somecriteria, whichcannotbe scored
eitherby measuring or observing. As a resultof that, some criteria will be omitted
from theassessment. The marks also will beadjusted to reflect this moderation. The
full mark for theassessment is 100 points. After themoderation, it is found that the
maximum marks thatcanbescored are only 76 points.






From the assessment that has been done at the site by using Green Building Index
(GBI) Assessment Criteria for Residential New Constmction (RNC), the results are



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The purpose of the project is to find out which of the building type, vernacular or
modern housing, will score higher if the GBI (M) Assessment Criteria for
Residential New Construction was used. As a way to measure if either the building
will pass the assessment or not, GBI (M) has already provided its own rating tier in
which a building score will be measured against and be given the respective rating.






Table 2: GBI Rating Classification
As the projectdid not use the full allocation of marks, which is 100points, in which
the project onlyuses 76 points, the GBI rating are modified to fit the requirement of
the project. Andalso as theonlypurpose of thisproject as to find out which building
scores higher, the only rating that is found suited to be used is the Certified rating.
To suit it to the modified scoring as the total scores are much lower, it is found it is
muchsuitable to change the scoring to 38 points, 50%of the totalpoints.
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4.2.1 Tuu Mahathir Mohamad Birth House
From the results above, it shows that this building scores the highest amongst
the other buildings. This shows that the traditional Malay house which was
built a long time ago is environmentally friendly.
Of the entire assessment category, it scores the highest in Indoor
Environmental Quality and the Innovation. As this is a Malay vernacular
house, it has many windows and it is also raised on stilts. These may cause
air to circulate more inside the house and also under the house. It is also
found to be innovative as it is small and beautiful, uses passive cooling as the
roof is much higher than normal houses and it also doesn't have a ceiling. It
is also now used as a museum.
This building also shows the most difference between outside and inside
temperature and relative humidity.
4.2.2 Syed Al Attas Mansion
From the results above, it shows that this building scores the second highest
among the building types. Its scores are almost similar to Tun Mahathir
Mohamad Birth House.
The only difference isthat it scores inWater Efficiency and scores higher in
Sustainable Site Planning &Management. It scores inWater Efficiency,
where other building types failed, isthat it uses water efficient fittings to
control the volume ofwater used.
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4.2.3 AlifCafe Restaurant
For this building, it scores the third amongst the buildings that were being
assessed. It scores better in Energy Efficiency and Sustainable Site planning
& Management.
The score of Energy Efficiency is better because its scores on OTTV and
ETTV which carries alot ofmarks for Energy Efficiency. Most of the other
buildings, according to the calculations done by the author, scores admirably
in Energy Efficiency. It also scores better in Sustainable Site Planning &
Management because it is situated in the middle of the town, and thus,
making it much nearer to basic amenities and services.
4.2.4 Modern Terrace House
For the modern terrace house, we can observe that it scores the highest for
Energy Efficiency. While this seem improbable, it could be possible. It
excels than the other buildings because of the area of assessment of home
office and connectivity. As it is amodern house, it could be said that it is
built with the idea of home office in mind, with ahigh speed internet access
available.
It scores the lowest marks in all of the other criteria being assessed. This
supports the author's objective in finding out that vernacular architecture
scores higher than modern housing.
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As the discussions ofthe individual buildings assessed are done, it is found that the
relative humidity and the temperature taken at the building site, outside and inside,
also vary between buildings. The highest difference isat the Tun Mahathir Mohamad
Birth House, which shows a remarkable 4.2°C, followed by Syed Al Attas Mansion
at 1.9°C, Alif Cafe Restaurant at 1.2°C, and finally the modem terrace house at
1.1°C. The differences ofrelative humidity between the buildings are also big with
5.3% for Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House, 2.9% for Syed Al Attas Mansion, 0.8%
for AlifCafe Restaurant, andthen themodem terrace house at 3.3%.
This shows that temperature and relative humidity also plays a part in assessing
which house is better as it shows that Tun Mahathir Mohamad Birth House shows
the largest difference in temperature and relative humidity.
For the calculation of OTTV, in which it is included in the Appendix, in which it
shows that all the buildings posted very good scores, it can be because some of the
buildings are connected to another building, thus removing a facade ofthe wall from
calculation, which leads to lower OTTV value.
In the part ofsuitable site planning and management, the higher scores tends to be
buildings which are located in the middle of city centers, this will make it much
more nearer to basic amenities for people living in those houses to live.
While for the part of water efficiency, it is found that most ofthe buildings are not
yet equipped with technology to make it much more water efficient. That is why
most of thebuildings scored zero for this part.
Ifusing the modified GBI rating, the author has found that all vernacular buildings






For the conclusion of this project, it is found that the objective of the project was
completed successfully. The first was to study the criteria feasibility of Green
Building Index (M) Assessment Criteria for Residential New Constmction was
feasible to be used for this project. This objective was completed successfully. The
second objective is to assess vernacular and modem housing while using the
assessment tools. This objectivealso has been performedsuccessfully. The final one
is to assess and compare the results between the vernacular and modern housing to
find out which one scores higher. This objective has also been completed as the
results have shown vernacular housing scores higher than modem housing. Which
means the vernacular housing are more environmentally friendly than modem
terrace house.
5.2 Recommendation
The authorwould like to place some recommendations on how this project can be
improvedin the future. The recommendations are:
• Moderations are needed ifthis assessment tools are going to be used for
assessing existing buildings. As in its formrightnow, it is moretowards
assessing new construction.
• Create a new assessment tools which are already tailored for the Existing
Residential Buildings
• Moreemphasisshouldalso be put on the comfortofoccupants. There is only
one criterion under Indoor Environmental Quality which measures the





Economic benefits of building buildings up to the standard of GBI (M) are what the
fiiture of constmction industry in Malaysia is heading towards. As these research
have shown, vernacular buildings scores a much higher scoring if compared to
normal, or modem building.
Thus, an economic benefit is that the modem developer orcontractor can adopt some
building techniques and design ofvernacular building into their modem buildings.
This will increase the scoring of the modem buildings and also make it more
environmental friendly, which most people right nowaremore aware.
Another economic benefit from this research is that this will introduce GBI (M) to
the contractors and developers by stating that what they are trying to do will improve
the efficiency ofthe buildings that are being built. These will become a selling point
for them in trying to sell thebuildings to the customers.
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The Green Building Index (GBI) is developed by PAM Pnd ACEM fnr+h* ~,
and may be subject to updating and/or modification^^ ? ^ " mmtmd ^j re
Wh
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The information and materials in the GBI are provided "as is" and without warranties of any kind
expressea or ,mpiied. PAM, ACEM and GSB do not warrant or make representations as to the acL^
and completeness ot any information and/or materia* contained therein. While every effort has been
rnade ,o check the accuracy and completeness of the Information and materials given, the users should
always rnaKe the* own relevant checks. Accordingly, FAM, ACEM and GSB do not accent responsibility
ano l.ab^ty for misstatements made in it or misunderstanding from it.
The GBI is no substitute for professional advice. Users are advised to consult with appropriate and
accreted phonal advisors for advice concerning specific matters pertaining to the GBI before
adoptng or us,ng it PAM. ACEM and GSB disclaim any responsibility for positions taken by users in the*
mdividua, cases ortorany misunderstandings and losses, direct or indirectly, on the part of the users. '
PAM ACEM and GS8 do not endorse or otherwise acknowledge the GBI rating achieved by the u<e of
f d T ^ "d GSB 0fSr SfemWl Cetti?iC3ti0n »«*» far n**" *'* --i- -v"efor dependent third pany review of points claimed to ensure that ail credits can be demonstrated to
^^Z1 rl^ fr°ViSi0n °f *-,™V documentary evidence. Use of the GBI wrthout formal
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users use or the GB! or materials and information contained therein and not to pursue anycaJse of action
whatsoever against PAM and/or ACEM and/or GSB under any conceivable circumstances
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY (EE)
MINIMUM EE PERFORMANCE \RENEWABtE ENERGY} ADVANCED EE PERFORMANCE JHOME OFFICE &CONECTIVflY
23'POINTS








Establish minimum E'neigy ETfeier>cy fi:Q performarwe toleduce energy constwriolion in buitdinqs, thus redunhq CO r-n>raon
to the afciiosohure. ' ~ "
ApplyOTTV and RlTV formulasof MS 1525for residentialbuitdinos.
OTTV s SOW/m\ RriV-s 25 Wmr
Roof U<0.1 W.'mrK(Lightweight)
Roof Us O.rJ W/rn-K (Heavyweight)
RENEWABLE ENERGY
Encourageuse of iTS.ne'-var-fc energy.
A) Low-rise(3-Storeys and below):
Where 1kWp isgenerated byrenewable energy. OS
Where m% of building ene>Hy consolation or 2kWa (whichever is the lower) is generated by renewable energy, OR
Wimra t,0% ofbuilding energy consumption ar3kWp (whichower isThe fower), OH
Where 80% ofbuilding energy consumption ordkWp (whichever isthelow*-). Off
100% ofbuilding energy consumption or5 KWp (whichever isthe lower)
! Hi-riia (Above 3-Storeys):
Where 0.5% of building eneigy consumption or 5kWp (whichever is the higher) fe generated by renewable energy. OR
Where 1.0% ofbuilding ene'ey consumption or50 kWp (whichever is the higher!, OS
Where ?.5% ofbuilding eneigy consumption or20kWp (whichever isthehigher). Off
Where 2.0% ofbuilding energy consumption or30kWp (whichever itthehigher). OS
Whe^e 2.5% ofbuilding energy consumption or40 kWp (whichever- k rile higher)
ADVANCEDEE PERFORMANCE BASEDON OTTV& RTTV
Establish £L Perfcrmartce to recipe dependence on Energy tokeep indoor environment at satisfactory comfon ievei.
Computed OITV and RTiV ioshow lower dependence on tlnergjr tomaintain honor thermal comfort.
OTTVs44W/m?
lightweight RootU-va!ue i 0.3b'A'/m^K
heavyweight Roof I,1-value 5 0.5 Wr'n^K
OTTVs-W W/m8
Lightweight Roof U-value« 0.30 WnHK
heavyweight Roof Li-values 0 -IW/m*K
OT1V i A2 Wte'
LightweightRoof U-vatae s 0.25 W/rn^
heavyweight Roof li-value < 0.3 VY/m^K
OTWi40W/tr.*
!.igfuw*;igbi Roof U-values 0.? W/n^K
HeavyweightRocf U-value-l (1.2 W,'"m*K
OlTV.-SdSVWrn1
brjh'weinht RooUl "slu---' n 1^ W'rr-v
ri(j » eijhSoofl /a1 r- ( }SV\ nY
HOME OFFICE & CONNECTIVITY
iT-iCo i-aqt rW^e -Me^s '"ium'unq To-n lJ->-.c -ne, ty o ^ 11 -grea\ud ,01" cvn-ntrhTi
V^i loir-u-*-Vpe 'ove'cfr'f i" OB
H.giiaptco inveintt aece-.savsilaGKiat homes > IfyiB/'j
SUSTAINABLE MAINTENANCE
Ensure that tha building's energy related systems will continue tofjnribnn as intended beyond the 12 rnontlis Defacts
&Liability Period. Document Green Building Design featu^s Br.d strategies for use^ infonnarion and ouide to^istsin
peitorrnariee tfuniig occupancy.
Buildings WithCommonManagement:
1. P.ovide adesignated buildir,;. mnintenance office equipped with fscitities finduditsg tools and ins&umenlationi a»d
liwentoiy storage;
2. Pitivide evidence of dojjn.erited plan for at feast 3-yfar facility maintenance Pnri piBveative maintenance budget; on
Buildings WithoutCommon Management:
"I. Fftwid6aiwider.ee «fdocumerHfd plan for atleas! 3year preventive mainteiiar.ee budget.
10
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INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (EQ)
& AIR QUAiHY, UGHWG, VISUAL &ACOUSTIC COMFORT ]VERIRCATiON
11 POINTS
STEM j AREA OF ASSESSMENT








Btabiish minimum indoor air quality (iAQ) peiformance toenhance indoor sirquality in building, thus contributing tothe
comfort end well-being ofthe occ:ipsnts "
f.-loet the minimum requirements ofventilation rate inthe focal building code
Provide cross ventilaticr. torall public andcirculation spaces
DAYUGHT1NG
Encourage and recognise designs that provide good levels ofdaylighiinn for building occupants.
Dsruonstr.ite that 3n'.rotated jj'scsntage of l.he rUbliable Rooms as defined under 1.IB8L has adaylight fa-tor in tfc- raw
t.0--.!.'j% as measured at fiuo>Jevei; '
if ;• IS0% of Habitable spaces.OR
if> 75% ofHabitable spaces
SOUND fNSULATlON
encourage and recognisebuildingthat isdesigned withadequate insulation between dweliinounits
ensure that the air bourne sound penetration between spaces ere cor.tiolted within the following criteria;
Inter dwelling sound penetration between dewellincjunits < 45 dBAeo.
intra dwelling air bourne sound penetration between walls in the same dwelling unit should not exceed the following values:
Ueriroom < 40 dfJAeq
Other areas < 30 dBAsc
GOOD QUALITY CONSTRUCTION
Encourage and recognise good quality oohstmctior. - first, time tight - that, does not laqahe re-woifc that wastes snateii ikand
labour.
Subscribe to inderjend-ant rnetned tJ>ut>so-i t i p oe t t to assess and evaluate quality ofworkmanship ofbuilding uroject based onCIDSS's Ci^ "
Quality Assessment System forBuiiding Construction Work (QLASSIQ. Must achieve a minimum score of ?ti%
VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
international labelling schemes recognisedbyGBI.
0.5point isawarded for each ofthefollowing uptoa maximum of5potnt;
i. low VOCpaint and coating
2. LowVOCcatpet or flooring
3. Low VOCadhesiveand sealant csnoariheslvfc and sealant used.
FORMALDEHYDE MINIMISATION
Reduce the exposure ofoccupants toformaldehyde and promote- 3000 Indoor air quality in the livino sr^ce. Products with no
added urea formaloehyde are to be used.
0.5point hawarded fortmth of tnafollowing up toa maximum of 7point;
!. Composite wood andagriliber products defined as: patlidebostd, medium density fibsifcoard (MDF;, olywood,
whestrsoafd. strawboarti. panel 'substrates end door cores;




EQ7 POST OCCUPANCYEVALUATION; VERIFICATION
Provide fortheassessment of comfort ofthe buiiding accusants overtime.
Commit to implement apost-occupancy comfort survey of buBding occupents within aperiod of 12 months after occupancy,
anymous responses about ther-nai comfort, visual comfort andacoustic comfort ina building. ThisThis survey should collect ano u in m nve i a "f *
stiouid inciucie anassessment ofoverall satisfaction with thermal, visual andacoustic peifoniiar.ee and identification ofiiiemial-





INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY (EQ* TOTAL 11
SCORE
firs'- eoitkan !juns sow i version 1.0
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GREEN BUILDING INDEX ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR RNC
SUSmHSIABLE-S^H^Hm&'M'
3W,-fe*S*IS|TS:--- • " ^.:"\- •--:^:-{, :""•'.•:-"",v- ;-:^:^




SITE SELECTION & PLANNING
Proposed development is appropriate for the site and complies with the local Plan or Structure Plan for the area.
The proposed building must comply with thefollowing requirements;
!. The Structure flan for the ares
AND/OR
The Local Plan where available
i. Infrastructure requirement isavailable for rilearea.
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATIONACCESS
^r^^^T °- ^ **"* t0 T*9^l,ubi *™ the ?la™i:'S of ™* hcusng areas to encourago the use of nubl*
Points an, awarded according to proximo of the dwtoiww, to public t^soert K>bs and ouaiiiy of'he access to t*
InenHe; £7T>°Ua'n? ^ ^ ^^<* »™P°« huta for the housino concerned with orope'herJramenities, sntrttte facias and paring facilities are encoded. Points are awarded according to the ^bsLon^orios.
MOTE: SELECT EITHER SM3A&SM2B ORSM2C &SM20
SM2A
SM2B





Wa8tway from fauiWinS to «»*Transport Station ff fess than 750m from Mass Transport Station
Dedicated footrjsth
Covered walkwa
Ccverad walkway that incorporates provision for thehandicapped
SspSIratiot?^ V"^6 "™ ™f *1!i"le "^ Wb"S 'r' lh* naider,M ^«*g if more then «0m from M^T
Transport!Tan™naJ wtftm the ftakbrtU Area wRh covered seating wdwaiting areafor3 mmfmum of 10% of thetotalnumber of residential unite
Score is averaoe ofpoints ofall residential units in the residential area as for SM2A
Wa8M;ay *""* buiitEng toTransport Tarminal ifless than 750m from Transport Terminal.-
Dedicated footpath
Coveredwalkway
Covered walkway that incorporates provision for the handiearoped
Car parkprovhiett next to Transport Termmai:
Jjrpa* proviso far atleast 20%of total number of residential Lmto not more than 250m from the Terminal
s^ss^^^
Provision of Bicycle Lanes













GREEN BUILDING INDEX ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FORRNC
AREA OF ASSESSMENT
COMMUNITYSERViCES& CONNECTIVITY
encourage tlieselectionofsites close to basiccommunity amenities<, v
provision offocal amenities. This isto nsduce thecunerit and future ,! avy i
greatest contributor to GhG emission.
bwt r\ ilarea ov. t race
u nr1 o+ V.O « a f * n
Points are awarded according toproximity ofthe development tocommunity amenities. Points are awarded according, tothe
subsection categories.
SM3A
Baste Amenities as fisted belowati provided orare available within 750mofthe residential i
(Less 1ponif if momthan 750msvrjyl:
1.Grocery Store or Mini-market 2,Restaurant orCoffee Shop
3. Surau or Mosque 4. Playground or Public Pa'k
Other Amenities as listed below areprovided orareavailable within ?50m oftheresidential unrts
(0.S point o«-Senorequivalent up tomawim™ o(2paints. Less 0.5 pafai ifmore ttan?S0m sway}-
1. Clinicor Medical Center 2, Police Station or Police Pondok
3. Schoolor Creche A. Bank, PostOfficeor ATM
Additional Amenities as listed below areprovided orareavailable within 750m of the lesidentiai units
(0.5 poinl pnr ftern ormjuivarerrt up to.-naxrjiran of2paints, tsss 9.5 poftrt ifmow th.?n 7S0m amy!:
'- Libra? 2.Community Centeror Hall
A Barber Shop 5, Lmmdn,-
3. We. Market or Suoermailet
OPEN SPACES, LANDSCAPING AND HEAT ISLAND EFFECT
Development should have smaller -footprints and more landscaping, thereby reducing thewell known effects ofheat islands
arouno hard scaoed areas.
Provision of landscaping with indigenous plansto 10% oftotaldevetooment sic
Piovisicn ofadditional similar landscaping ofevery extra H%: 1point up toa maxtrpum of3point






CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM & SITEMANAGEMENT
Encourage !fJS and reduce on-site construction. Reduce materia! wastage andconstruction wastane tolandfill sites. RecW;
the polluting effects ofconstruction andfrom workers during construction
Reduce pollution from construction activities bycontrolling portion from waste andrubbish from workers. Create and
implement s Site Amenities Plan forsi! construction workers associated with theproject
The plan shall describe tile measures implemented to accomplish thefollowing objectives:
1. Proper accommodation for construction workers at thesiteorat temporary rented accommodation nearbv
2. Prevent pollution otstorm sewer orreceiving stream by having proper seotic taiik.
3. Prevent polluting the surrounding area from open burning and proper dfeposaIofdomestic waste.
4. Provide adequate healthand hygienefacilities forworkers on site.
CiDB IBSscore a 50%, OR
OD8IBSsiX)nps7r)%
STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
Manage surface water run off from developments Reduce the pollution and storm water ioadinq ofthe river systems rem +he
development.
Reduce flood risk rietain rainwater for locyciing andappropriate use
Complies wrth ItfASMA minimutn rvsquirements
Exceeds MASMA requirements by 30"X; entitled to2additional points proratedforlower values
RE-DEVELOPMENT OF EXISTING SITES & 8ROWNFIELD SITES
Discourage development in environmentally sensitive areas. Encourage ^-development ofexisting sites. Sewa'ri
iehabilitation offitownfield siteanddevelopment inthe rehabilitated sites.
Pe-devdopmenf o'exisitng sites or refurbishment ofexisting building
Rehabilitation of brownfiekl sites
AVOIDING ENV1ROMENTALLY SENSITIVEAREAS
Avoid development ofinappropriate sites and reduce the environmental impact from the location ofabuilding <
Do net develop buildings, hardscape, p-oads or parsing areas on portions ofsites that meet anyone ofthefoliowino criteria:
• Prime agiicuiturp land asdefined bytfin Town ant) Country Planning Ac!
• Land that isspecificaily identified ashabitat for any species tbieatenedoi endangered lists
• Wiifiin 50meters ofany vwtiands asdefined byill.: Structure Plan ofthe area.
Cff within setback distances from wetlands prescribed In state orlocal regulations, as defined by local orstate ru!« orl-iw
wntchevems more stringent:
• Previousiy undeveloped land that iswithin ISmeters ofawater body, defined asseas, lakes, river* ^ws and tributaries
winch support oi couldsupport fish. recreationor industrial use.
• Und which pricrto acc;ji:,rticnforthe projecttwas pubis parkland, unless land ofequal orgreater vaiue as oarkland is
accepted in trade bythe publiclandowner:
• Land which is classified asClass IV (steeper than 30 degrees*
BUILDING USER MANUAL
i IX^urrKrfiGrv^nB.iilciinoi^skmfcpi^^^ s^.i f.,,;^,, ., ..ir,-1:1 v j, ,. w, ^ f.
DETAIL
POINTS
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MATERIALS & RESOURCES (MR)
REUSED ANDRECYCLED MATERIALS \ SUSTAINABLE RESOURCES
9 POINTS
ITEM AREA OF ASSESSMENT




STORAGE & COLLECTIONOF RECYCLABLE5
Facilitate the reduction ofwaste generated by construction that is liauied and disposed off iniandfilk and rpcv-'^ o afte-
occupancy --,-...»
During Construction, provide dedicated areai>J and storage for ccllectiori of non-hazardous materisis for recycling.
During Building Occupancy, provide permanent recycle bin-.
MATERIALS REUSEAND SELECTION
Reuse nuitang materia,, ana pioaucts in order to reduce demand for virgin materials and toreduce waste thereby reducino
impacts associated wrtn tne extractsand processing ofvirgin resources, integrate buildino design and its buildabiii-y
with carerul selection oteuilding materials in relation with embodied eneigv and durability ofthe materials tolower t-^b"n
content slid better building life cycle. ' " "'
Use salvages, reiureashed or used materials such that the sum ofthese materials constitutes at(east 1% (based on cos? of*he
total materials tor tne project. The in»j, refurbished and new bdlding materials concerned m to be assessed fo^eco preferred
content, duraoihty, the product manufacturers environmental management system and whether theproduct ismodular and/
ordesigned for disassembly. ioinclude reusability and the number ofcycles on the usage 'minimum iScvcKl ofterrno-an,.
materials; sucr. astemporary fcrmwork system, temporary framing orsupport system, etc. '
0.5 point for J.0% and additions! 0.25 point for every additional 0.5% up to amaximum of2points.
CONSTRUCTIONWASTE MANAGEMENT
Divert_constmction debris from disposal in landfill arir{ incinerator. Redirect recyclable recovered resources back 'o
manLnactur-ng process. Redirect reusable materials to appropriate sites.
Recycle find/or salvage at least S0% ofnon-hazardous construction ciebris. Deveioo and implement econduction waste
management plan that, atammrmum identifies trie materials tobn diverted from disposal and whether the materials H||be
sorted On Sitecrco-rnmgled
Ctu&rdiiy by measuring totai tonnage ofwaste ortruck loads ofwaste- dispoMf.
7point for 50%and additional 0.25point for wry additional 5% up toamaximum of2points.
If project uses high ;ev*s< ofprefafarication with IBS score >70, 1point for every 10% increase in prefobricatfon w toa






Increase demand for building products that incorporate reevded content materials, thereby reducing impart -*sHti™ W
extraction ano processing ot virgin materials. ""
Use materials with racyetad content such that the sum of port-amimar recycled plus one-half of the pre-consumer content
constilij.es atreast 10% (basacl on cost) ofthe total value ofthe materials hn the rxojeet. Recycled content -shall bedefinec' i
accordance with the international Ofrj&niiation of Standards Document.
0.5 point for J0% and 0.25 point for every additional 5% uptohmaximum of1point.
REGIONAL MATERIALS
increase demand for butfo'ing materials ana products that a:e extracted and manufactured within the recion thereby
supporting the use o.,nais^,ous resources and reducing the environmental impacts resulting frcm irans'po.W.cn
Use building materials orproducts that have been extracted, harvested orrecovered, as well as manufactured wimh 5!»m
o,.ne pmject site for a minimum of20% (based on coat) of tiie total material value. Mechanical, electrical WcJumoinq
components shall not beincluded. Only induce materials permanently installed in the project.
0.5 point for 20% and 0.25 point for evary additional 5% up toa maximum of1point
SUSTAINABLE TIMBER
Encourage environmentally responsible forest management:
VVhere t S<)%rjfw,i,T,'iK-iw,-i mar... hi.-j.1,4 ,,,.,»<..rf-».„,-4 .-.. -_..
'•rist'-jfia: frarrs-'sg, Stxwj, ^jb-i!->.>nn:},
mpor««iypurdiased"for the pf--ji?ct
fc;' requirements.
Where She project has notimber content, this credit may be- transferred to-MRS
DETAIL
POINTS
MATERIALS & RESOURCES (MR)TOTAL
MAX
POINTS SCORE
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vsst^^




Courage rainwater harvesting that will iead to matron mr-otableTTZ
____ j-u.d.«ewaterconsumption
rainwater harvest'na that ieu,^ ..-, •- ir«.< .^ ng mat lfMds to * ,0% reduction mpotable water consumption, o*
^^--^3tieadsto>^
**~ha,es*ng that leads to >4^ reckon hpMable^^^
^~harvesting that leads to >50K reduction in potable wate^co,sumption
WATER RECYCUNG
^u^ge water recycling that w.lI fed to Action in ootable water consumption:
Wa.i.irecy^^^.^, iwdin3 ,0 ^^.,^^^^^^ ^
Treat and recycle ,1^ wastewater leading to reduction in potabie water consumption, Or,
_T** »*""**> *^ -**-<- badino to -eduction ir, potable .ater co,m!mPHon.,
Ireland recipe >30% wastewater lending to reduction in potable Vlitet consumption
HMCRiASED-EF^ENCY
Wj^^WAT^FFfCIENT LANDSCAPING
Encourage th-design ofsystem that does not require the u- iof potable water supply from the local water authority
i onrmTT nn...POINTS POINTS J SCO,iE
as
Reduce potable water consumption for landscape Ration by >50% (e « th-nurh us., -f„*•
eummare irngafon requirement, or * * 3-l!1'c'uSh "** >» natrve oradaptiveplantsto reduce.
WE4
Do not use potable water atall for landscape irriqatir
WATER EFFICIENT FITTINGS
2 I
Encourage rc-dt.ction in potable v„ Mt u, „ m, „jh u j „ , „, ^
Reduce annual potablevvatsr
.'consumption by > ]0%, OR
Reduce annual ootable water cons urnprion by •*30iS, oh
Reduce annual potable water consumption by ><]G%, OR
Reduce annua! potable water consumption by : 50*




GREEN BUILDING INDEX ASSESSMENT CRITERIA TOR RNC
INNOVATION (IN)
ITEM I AREA OF ASSESSMENT
INI
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
*innovative planning that displays -less is more" W'V™!'k^ .- .-
*l^ovatA* use or ,u„d.nS features to psssiveiy cool the buikiing
* Recovery system .contributing to at least 10% tftotal ,«w< .a^-V-V
*Mn«d mode / low energy ventilation w„. ' Mp>t,t'1
* rfeterless urinals (fitted to all mate toilets);
*Central waste conveyance system;
* Central vacuum svstern
IN2 GREEN BUILDING INDEX FACILITATOR (GBIF)
S^S^^
At least one principle parentof the projec team shall fce aGreen hiding lndeJ< PadfiteWj
DETAIL MAX T„_
POINTS JPOINTS SC°HE
INNOVATION :sNJ TOTAL 6











Renewable Energy Sustainable Maintenance
Advanced EE Performace
Based on OTTV & RTTV
Home Security
& Connectivity















3. Sustainable Site Planning & Management
Measurement
Open Spaces, Landscaping














Site Selection & Planning




Storage & Collection of
Recycleables
Regional Materials Materials Reuse & Selection
Sustainable Timber Construction Waste
Management
39
5. Water Efficiency (WE)
Measurement














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Thermal Transfer Value (OTTV)
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